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#directtoyourdevice
This year droidcon Italy is a two day digital event, 27-28 November, with keynote
presentations, quick fire showcases, roundtable discussions and deep-dive webinars. Many
of the sessions will be live streamed and there will be opportunities for interaction throughout
the whole event.
For the last two years, the theme for droidcon Italy has been #Android4Everyone, and as a
digital event it is even more global and available than ever before.
droidcon Italy has always been a great meeting place for the Android community; a unique
chance to learn, share and network together. The digital event provides those same
opportunities and more:
•
•
•

Connect to the content: Streaming live on two days, droidcon Italy will provide
excellent learning opportunities in Android.
Connect to the Android community: There will be plenty of opportunities for
interaction with the speakers, the sponsors, and the other participants throughout the
event.
Connect with the physical world! Get your hands on the droidcon Italy swag bag and
get that all-important event merchandise direct to you.

It's droidcon Italy 2020. It's #AndroidConnected

Testimonials. droidcon 2019
“droidcon Italy is a top-tier Android conference. It has high quality material for all engineers
of any skill level.”
Gabriel Peal, Software Engineer @ Tonal
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“droidcon Italy is one of the best conference in the Android ecosystem. I can't really miss the
opportunity to meet so many experienced speakers, attend great sessions and get in touch
with the Italian #AndroidDev community!”
Nicola Corti, Android Infrastructure Eng. @ Yelp

Testimonials droidcon Italy webinar series 2020
“One of the most knowledgable discussions on the topic of design, this webinar was a
treasure-chest of design tools. A wonderful combination of learning while having fun. Well
done!”
“I would like to watch more webinars like this one and soon.”
“This was my first webinar on YouTube and it was a great experience. The arrangement, the
timing, the technicalities and the entire session was truly excellent. Got to learn a lot of new
things and it was amazing to be part of a webinar in these trying times.”

Testimonials Swift Heroes Digital 2020
“Swift Heroes Digital helped me as an iOS engineer to strive forward to learn best practice of
iOS development not only from textbook but from real life experience from practitioners
around the world.”
“Having the option to participate online, even if future editions can come back to their original
format, is a big plus.”
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